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MONT ALPI 805 DELUXE ISLAND

The Mont Alpi 44" Built-in Grill is the perfect built in for any project, whether replacing or
starting fresh.

The grill is manufactured using 304 stainless steel and designed to withstand the elements. The
good looking grill offers 6 burners of regular cooking area along with a rear burner and heavy

duty rotisserie kit for the ultimate rotisserie experience. The large L brackets and back bracket
provide extra tolerance for most 6 burner cut outs. The grill comes standard with LED knobs

that are blue when the grill is off and red when the grill is on, there are also two bright internal
lights for precision cooking, even in the dark.

Grill unit 43"x23"x47".

SPECIFICATIONS

The Mont Alpi D series stands for deluxe and that is exactly what you get from the 805 Deluxe Island.

This grill combines six burners of standard cooking size along with an extremely useful infrared side
burner suitable for searing, pan frying and boiling and an infrared rear burner for the ultimate

rotisserie experience.

The Mont Alpi D series comes with waterfall granite which extends down the sides of the grill for easy
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a granite matching chopping board. The grill comes standard with LED knob lights that are blue when
off and red when on and bright internal cooking lights for perfect vision and precision control. Be sure

to check out the useful optional accessories such as the charcoal tray and griddle. Grill comes as
propane ready but can be converted to Nat gas within minutes, simply buy the additional Mont Alpi

Natural gas conversion kit.

Grill unit 43"x23"x47"
Left side burner unit 25"x23"x35"

Right side unit 25"x23"x35"


